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Let k be a commutative ring. If B i s a k-bialge-
bra then the category B-Mod of l e f t B-modules i s a 
monoidal category with the tensor-product M ® k N of 
two B-modules made again into a B-module by b(m ® n) = 
X l b ^ m ® b ^ 2 ) n f where TZh ^  ^ ® ^(2) = A ^) a n c^ A 
the diagonal of B . The neutral object of this monoidal 
structure i s k with the t r i v i a l action e: B — k . 
Given two k-bialgebras B and B1 we want to i n -
vestigate those equivalences B-Mod = B'-Mod which 
preserve the tensor products in both categories or more 
precisely those equivalences which are (C-)monoidal 
functors. * 
A more general Situation would be to study equiva-
lences of module categories A-Mod = A'-Mod which pre-
serve a r b i t r a r i l y given monoidal structures on A-Mod 
resp. Af-Mod , where A and A' are k-algebras. If 
A and A 1 are commutative then one could consider for 
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example the monoidal structures given by the tensor 
products over A resp. A1 . But i n this case any 
equivalence A-Mod = A'-Mod would already imply A = Af , 
since A and A' were assumed to be commutative. 
In [4] we showed that a monoidal structure on A-Mod 
which i s preserved by the underlying functor 
Uz A-Mod —> k-Mod comes already from a bialgebra 
structure on A and i s essentially the monoidal struc-
ture described above for B-Mod. 
Thus we s h a l l r e s t r i c t our attention to (C-)monoidal 
equivalences B-Mod = B'-Mod where B and B' are 
k-bialgebras. Since the same problem may be posed for 
the categories of comodules B-Comod = B'-Comod (the 
bialgebra structure of B induces also here a C-monoidal 
structure) we s h a l l phrase a l l Statements and proofs in 
the language of monoidal categories as developed e.g. in 
[2, 3, 5]. 
The advantage of this procedure l i e s primarily in the 
fact that many Statements can be more ea s i l y proved i n 
the general cateegorical form than i n the concrete exam-
ple of comodules over coalgebras. This can be seen i n 
the fact that there i s no direct proof for the State-
ment that a C-monoidal underlying functor 
U: B-Comod —> k-Mod determines the bialgebra struc-
ture of B uniquely up to isomorphisms [4] . Similarly 
we do not have direct proofs for most of the results of 
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this paper in the special case of comodules and coalgebras. 
Let C be a Symmetrie monoidal category and l e t 
B resp. B1 be bimonoids i n C . Then ßC i s a 
C-monoidal category and ü: ßC —> C i s a C-monoidal 
functor [4j . 
A functor F: V — > E between two C-monoidal cate-
gories V and E (with tensor produets S for V 
and ® for E) i s called a weakly C-monoidal functor i f 
1) F i s a C-functor with natural isomorphism 
£: F(M ® X) = F(M) ® X , M e V , X e C 
2) F i s a weakly monoidal functor with natural trans-
formations 
6: F(M 6 N) > F(M) ® F(N) , M,N e V 
C: F(I) —> I 
3) the given data are coherent i n the sense of 
Cl' 1, 5] . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B , B1 be bimonoids i n C 
and l e t F: ßC —> ß l C be a covariant functor. Equiva-
lent are 
a) F i s a weakly C-monoidal functor which preserves 
d i f ference cokernels of ü'-contractible pairs. 
b) There i s a B 1-B-biobject P which i s B-coflat and a 
B1-B-comonoid such that F = P ® ß i s a natural i s o -
morphism. 
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Before we prove this proposition we have to define a 
B1 -B-comonoid. A comonoid P in C with A: P — y P ® P 
and e: P —> I i s called a B1-B-comonoid i f P i s in 
ß t C B and so are the structure morphisms A and e . 
Here we use the C-monoidal structures on ß t C resp. C ß 
(and hence on gi^g) as defined above. 
Proof of Proposition 1; Applying Theorem 4.2 of [2] 
we only have to compare the comonoid structure of P 
and the weakly monoidal structure of F . Assume f i r s t 
that F s a t i s f i e s a) and P i s given with F = P ® ß . 
Actually P = F(B) as a l e f t B f-object and since F 
i s a C-functor we get a right B-structure on P compat-
ible with B'-multiplication by 
F(B) ® B = F (B ® B) t i ^ - l F(B) hence P ® B — ? P 
which makes P a B 1-B-biobject. Observe that B ® B 
i s in ßC (this object should be distinguished from 
B ® B i n ßC where b-(b' ® b") = bb 1 ® b") and that 
A : B > B ® B as well as e: B —> I are morphisms 
in ß C B . Hence F ( A ) and F(e) are in ß l C and 
induce by the weakly monoidal structure of F morphisms 
A : P = F(B) — > F(B ® B) — > F(B) ® F(B) = P ® P 
e: P = F(B) —^ F(I) —> I . 
in ß l C . It i s easy to see from the coherence conditions 
of weakly C-monoidal functors that (P ,A,e) i s a 
comonoid. Since B ® B i s also in C ß we get a commu-
tative diagram 
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F(B) ® B 
J 
F (B ® B) ® B 
F(B ® B) 
i 
-> F(B) 
= F( (B SB) ® B) 
I 
F((B®B) ® (B ® B)) ? F(B ® B) 
l 
F(B ®B) ® F(B ® B) 
Hl 
(F(B) ® F(B)) ® B > (F(B) ®B) ® (F(B) ® B) > F(B) ® F (B) 
i n fC hence A : P —> P ® P i s also in C B The 
diagram 
t I ® B 
F($ ® I) = F ( i ) ® I —^ I ® I 
112. HZ H2-
^ F(I) = F(I) ? I 
commutes hence e: P —> I i s in C ß . Thus P i s a 
B'-B-comonoid. 
Assuine now that P s a t i s f i e s condition b) . Again by 
Theorem 4.2 of [2] we know that F i s a C-functor which 
preserves difference cokernels of U-contractible pairs. 
In order to prove that F i s weakly monoidal we f i r s t 
prove 
LEMMA 2. Let B and B1 be bimonoids in C and 
P e ß l C B . Then ß ! C ( P ® ß 1,1) ^  B,C B(P,I) . 
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Proof: Consider the commutative difference 
cokernel diagram in _,C 
P ® B ® I ^ P ® I > P ® ß I 
HZ H2. H* mult 
P ® B > P — P ® I . 
1 ® e 
Given Y ^ ß l C ( P ® ß I) we get a diagram 
P ® B $ P P ©_ I 
13 
and Y(pb) = Yco(pb) = y u(pe(b)) = l(pe (b)) = Y(p)e(b) = 
= T(p)b , furthermore 1 €-ß|C since w and Hf are. 
So I ^ B,C B(P,I) . 
Conversely given f ^_,C_(P,I) , we get J(pb) = 
l(p)b = ^(p)e(b) = l(pe(b)) hence a unique f a c t o r i -
zation through w in ßC in the diagram (*) . 
Now we return to the proof of Proposition 1. The 
counit e: P —> I in B i C ß induces e: P ® ß I —> I 
by Lemma 2 and thus 
e 
C: F(I) = P ® ß I — • I . 
Furthermore the diagonal A : P — P ® P in B t C ß 
induces 
F(M ® N) = P ® ß (M ® N) > (P ® P) ® ß (M ® N) 
(P ® ß M) ® (P ® ß N) = F (M) ® F(N) . 
The morphism T e B,C i s defined by 
T((p ® p 1) ® (m ® n)) = (p ® ß m) ® (p f ® ß n) . 
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Obs-erve that T((p ® p f)b ® (m ® n) ) = 
T ( ( p b ( 1 ) ® P f b ( 2 ) ) ® (m ® n)) = 
(p b ( 1 ) ® ß m) ® ( P f b ( 2 ) ® ß n) = 
(p ® ß b ( 1 )m) ® (pf ® b ( 2 ) n ) = 
T(( p ® p ' ) ® (b ( 1 )m ® b ( 2 ) n ) ) = 
T((p ® p f) ® b(m ® n)) hence T i s defined on 
(P ® P) ® B (M ® N) . Obviously T i s a natural trans-
formation i n M,N € C , thus 
a 
6: F(M ® N) > F(M) ® F(N) i s a natural transforma-
tion. Using the d e f i n i t i o n of T i t i s straightforward 
to see that the coherence diagrams for a weakly 
C-monoidal functor (as given i n [4_] for a C-monoidal 
functor) commute. 
Before we show that the two constructions for going 
from a) to b) resp. from b) to a) are inverse to each 
other, we need another Lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let F be as i n Proposition 1 repre-
sented by P ® ß . Then the diagram 
P Ji» P ® ß I 
11 F U ) 1 1 1 
F(B) — y F ( i ) 
commutes. 
£ ® 1 
Proof: Since B ® B ® I —^ B © I > I i s a 
difference cokernel of a ü-contraetible pair, i t i s 
preserved by F , hence we have a commutative diagram * 
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with difference cokernels as rows 
P ® B -> P ® ß I 
» F(I) • 
F(c ® 1) 
Completion of the proof of Proposition 1: F i r s t we 
consider the correspondence between e: P —> I and 
C: F(I) — ^ I . The construction e >—> c >—?- e1 gives 
e' = (P = F (B) F(I) = P ® B I I) = 
(P P ® ß I I) = e 
where we used Lemma 3 and the correspondence between 
e and e following Lemma 2. The construction 
C i—y e i — ^ C1 gives 
e = (P = F(B) F(I) I) = 
(P P ® ß I = F(I) I) 
by Lemma 3 and hence 
C' = (F(I) * P ® B I = F(l) i) = £ . 
Now we consider A_ i£> and get 
A ^ = (P = F(B) 
P ® D (B ® B) -
F(B ® B) * 
-> (P ® P) ® ß (B ® B) 
(P ® ß B) ® (P ® ß B) = P ® P) 
(P = P ® ß B (P ® P) ® ß (B ® B) 
(P ® ß B) ® (P ® ß B) = P ® P) = A p 
by elementwise computation. To see that also 
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6 i > A p i — > 6 1 gives the identity we must show that 
the diagrain given in FIG. 1 commutes. 
If this diagram commutes we get 
6' = (F(M 6 N) = P ® ß (M ® N) = F (B) ® ß (M ® N) > 
F(B ® B) ® ß (M ® N) > (F(B) ® F (B) ) ® ß (M ® N) = 
(P ® P) ® ß (M ® N) (P ® ß M) ® (P ® B N) = 
F(M) ® F(N)) 
(which i s going around the diagram along the upperside) 
= (F(M ® N) F (M) ® F (N) ) = 6 . 
The commutativity of the diagram (FIG. 1) w i l l be shown 
in several steps as marked in the diagram. F i r s t we 
investigate the properties of the morphism S . I t i s 
given by S(q ® (m ® n)) = (q ® ß m) ® ß n for 
q e Q e_.C_ ry because S (qb ® (m ® n) ) -
JD O ® Jö 
(qb ® ß m) ® ß n = (q ( b ( 1 j ® b ( 2 ) ^ ®B M* ®B N = 
(q ® ß b^^m) ® ß b ( 2^n = S (q ® ( b ^ m ® b ( 2 ) n ^ = 
S (q ® b(m ® n) ) . Obviously S i s functorial i n Q , 
M , and N and i t s composition with the morphism 
((F(B) ® F (B)) ® ß M) ® B N — > (F(B) ® ß M) ® (F(B) ® ß N) 
gives T as defined e a r l i e r . The la s t morphism i s 
defined by 
( (P ® P) ® ß M) ® N — > ( (P ® ß M) ® P) ® N = 
(P ® ß M) ® (P ® N) > (P ® ß M) ® (P ® ß N) . 
(I) The following diagram commutes as can be v e r i f i e d 
by elementwise computation: 
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B ® D (M ® N) A ® > (B ® B) ©_ (M ® N) 
z ( (B ® B) ® 0 M) ® N 
I 
M ® N = (B ® ß M) ® (B ® ß N) . 
Applying F gives (I). 
(II) The horizontal morphisms are defined on d i f f e r -
ence cokernels hence they are functorial in the 
f i r s t component. 
(III) commutes by using that F(B ® B) ® ß (M ® N) i s 
a difference cokernel, F i s a C-functor and the 
de f i n i t i o n of S , which i s essentially a coher-
ence morphism. 
(IV) commutes since S i s functorial in the f i r s t 
variable. 
(V) commutes by coherence before taking cokernels 
over B so (V) commutes i t s e l f . 
(VI) commutes since 6 i s a natural transformation. 
PROPOSITION 4. Given bimonoids B and B* i n 
the Symmetrie monoidal category C . Assume that there 
are weakly C-monoidal inverse equivalences 
F: ßC —> ,C and G: ,C —> ßC . Then F and G 
are C-monoidal funetors. 
Proof: By d e f i n i t i o n F and G are weakly 
C-monoidal equivalences i f there are C-monoidal i s o -
morphisms I: GF = i d and ^: FG = i d . Thus the 
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diagram 
FG(M ® N) F(G(M) ® G(N)) FG(M) ® FG(N) 
\\l $ HZ $ ® $ 
M ® N — > M ® N 
commutes, i . e . there i s a right inverse T for the 6 
i n the diagram with 6T = i d . Furthermore F(6) i s a 
monomorphism for a l l M,N e ß l c . Similarly G(6) i s 
a monomorphism and G(6)G(T) = i d so that 
G(T)G(6) = i d . Now G i s füll hence T6 = i d and 
thus 
6: F(G(M) ® G(N) ) ^ FG(M) ® FG(N) 
i s an isomorphism. Thus in the above diagram F(§~) i s 
an isomorphism. Since F re f l e c t s isomorphisms we get 
6: G(M ® N) > G(M) ® G(N) an isomorphism. By 
symmetry also 6 i s an isomorphism in general. 
For the morphism c: F(I) — y I and 
£: G(I) — I we get a commutative diagram 
FG(I) F(I) I 
I : > I 
hence z, i s a retraction and F("c) i s a monomorphism. 
Thus G ( 0 i s a retraction and a monomorphism, i . e . 
an isomorphism. So c, i s an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 5. Let ßC and ß,C be Omonoidally 
equivalent induced by the B 1-B-progenerator and 
B 1-B-coalgebra P . Then 
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i) there i s an isomorphism P ® ß I = I in C ß such 
that the diagram 
P 
( 1) HZ H2-
P ® e 
P ® B B > P ® B I commutes 
i i ) there i s an isomorphism P ® ß (B ® B) = P ® P i n 
^B ® B s u c n that the diagram 
AP 
P f_ > P ® P 
(2) Hl Hl 
P ®_ B — - — > P ©_> (B ® B) commutes, 
Proof: The morphism P ® ß I = I i s just c for 
the C-monoidal functor P ® ß . The morphism 
P ® B (B ® B) = P ® P i s the isomorphism P ® ß (B ® B) = 
(P B) ® (P ® 0 B) = P ® P and the diagram commutes 
by the de f i n i t i o n of A p . 
In order to show that the conditions i n Corollary 5 
are also s u f f i c i e n t that ßC and ß,C are C-monoidally 
equivalent l e t us assume that B i s a bimonoid and A 
i s a monoid i n the Symmetrie monoidal category C . 
Assume further that a C-equivalence between ßC and 
AC i s given by F: ßC — > AC ' G : AC — * B C a n d 
FG = Id , I: GF = Id . 
LEMMA 6. Let C be a monoid i n C . Then the 
C-equivalence F: ßC — > C induces a C-equivalence 
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# 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1 of [2_] the functors F and 
G induce functors F c : ß C c — y and 
G c: — > ß C c By the symmetry of C and the 
coherence the functors c l e a r l y are C-functors. The 
morphism $: FG = Id induces a C-isomorphism 
$ C : ^C^C ~ I d C s i n c e t h e diagram 
FG (M) ® C = FG (M © C) * FG (M) 
HZ <2> (M) ® C H2L 0 (M ® C) HZ 0 
M ® C = M ® C > M 
i n commutes. By a Symmetrie argument we get that 
F c i s a C-equivalence. 
LEMMA 7. Let F: V — y V1 be a C-functor between 
C-categories which preserves difference cokernels. Let 
C be a monoid i n C . Then there i s a natural i s o -
morphism of functors i n V1 
F(M ® c N) = F(M) ® c N 
where M £ V^ and N e . 
Proof: By d e f i n i t i o n 
M ® C ® N =4 M ® N > M ® c N i s a difference 
cokernel i n V . Hence the following commutative 
diagram of difference cokernels 
F (M ® C ® N) F(M ® N) > F(M ® c N) 
wz \\i 
F(M) ® C ® N F(M) ® N > F(M) ® c N 
where the last isomorphism clearly i s funct o r i a l i n M 
and N . 
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COROLLARY 8. If P e A C ß , M e ß C c , N e QCD and 
i f P ®_.: — * C_ perserves difference cokernels 
r> D U A JJ 
and i f P _is B-coflat then 
P ® ß (M ® c N) = (P ® ß M) ® c N in A C D . 
Proof: This i s essentially Lemma 7, except that 
the diagram i n the proof of Lemma 7 i s a diagram i n 
LEMMA 9. Let P £ AC_ be B-coflat. Let M e. C 
Then P ® ß M defined i n has a natural C-right 
structure and 
P ® B ® M 1 P ® M —^ P ®_ M 
i s a difference cokernel i n ^C^ . 
Proof: By the fact that P i s B-coflat we have 
a natural isomorphism (P ®„ M) ® C = P ®_> (M ® C) . 
From Lemma 4.1 of [ 2 ] , we know that P ® ß M e ^ C has 
a right C-structure. Now the diagram 
commutes i n ^C since P ® ß M ® C i s a difference 
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cokernel. Thus P ®„ M i s a difference cokernel i n 
JD 
A CC ' 
THEOREM 10. Let A be a monoid, B a bimonoid in 
the Symmetrie monoidal category C . Let F: ßC —> 
be a C-funetor. The following conditions are equivalent: 
a) there i s a C-monoidal structure of ^C such that 
the underlying functor (U: C —> C , i d , i d , id) 
i s a C-monoidal functor and F is^ a C-monoidal 
equivalence (with suitably chosen natural transfor-
mations 6, c, K) . 
k) there i s an A-B-progenerator P , which i s a 
B-comonoid and s a t i s f i e s the conditions 
i) there i s an isomorphism P ® I = I i n C ß 
such that the diagram 
(1) i\i iii 
P ® e 
P ® ß B > P ® ß I commutes 
i i ) there i s an isomorphism P ® ß (B ® B) = P ® P in 
C_ _ such that the diagram 
JD ® ö 
P > P ® P 
(2) H 2. «2-
P ® B P ® % P ®„ (B ® B) commutes. 
Proof: By Corollary 5 and by Proposition 6 of [4] 
we have that a) implies b) . 
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Conversely assume that b) holds. F i r s t we observe that 
the isomorphisms P ® ß I = I and P ® ß (B ® B) = P ® P 
induce a unique A-left-structure on I resp. P ® P 
such that the isomorphisms are i n . The diagrams 
( 1 ) and ( 2 ) consist of A-morphisms, i n particular A p 
and e p are i n AC . 
Now l e t M,N e. C . There i s a functorial i s o -
B 
morphism P ®„ (M ® N) = (P ®„ (B ® B)) ®^ A D (M ® N) 
JD JD JD ® ü 
in ,.C . In fact P defines a C-equivalence between 
A D 
ßC and ^C . i n particular P ® ß: ßC —> preserves 
difference cokernels. By Corollary 8 we get 
P ® ß (M ® N) = P ® ß ( (B ® B) ® B ^ ß(M ® N)) = 
(P ® B (B ® B) ) ® ß ^ ß (M ® N) in AC . 
By ( 2 ) we get an isomorphism 
(P ® ß (B ® B)) ® ß e ß (M ® N) = (P ® P) ® ß ^ ß (M ® N) 
in ,C , where (P ® P) Ä ^ (M ® N) i s formed i n 
A o ® ti _ ,C by the A-structures on each of the P's . A ® A * 
Furthermore there i s an isomorphism 
(P ® P) ® ß ^ ß (M ® N) = P ® ß (P ® ß (M ® N) ) i n C , 
where the difference cokernels are taken i n _ _c , 
A ® A 
resp. P ® (M ® N) i s i n „ • The morphism i s 
J3 D — A 
defined by (p ® p 1) ® (m ® n) •—* p ® (p 1 ® (m ® n)) . 
One can check that i t extends to the difference 
cokernels by using that i n the commutative diagram 
(FIG. 2) the columns are difference cokernels i n ^C 
and hence i n A ^ AC by Lemma 9 and the la s t row i s a 
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difference cokernel i n _ Ä c since 
A ® A P ®r>: D A AC — > 7v A TVC i s an equivalence. Now the map B B ® A A ® A ^ L 
p ® (p 1 ® (m ® n) ) «—> (p ® p') ® (m ® n) i s in 
,_C and can be factored through A ® A 
P ® D (P ®_ (M ® N)) . So the A ® A - isomorphism 
JD JD 
(P ® P) ®_ - ( M ® N ) = P ® D (P ®_ (M ® N)) i s also 
JD ® JD D B 
an isomorphism i n C and thus induces a unique new 
A-structure on P ®_ (P ® D (M ® N)) . 
JD JD 
F i n a l l y there i s an isomorphism of A ® A - objects 
P ® ß (P ® ß (M ® N) ) = P ® ß (M ® (P ® ß N) ) = 
(P ® B M) ® (P ® B N) because P ® ß i s a C-equivalence 
and Lemmas 6 and 9 apply. This isomorphism i s also i n 
C and thus defines a unique new A-structure on 
(P ® B M) ® (P ® ß N) . 
Alltogether we have obtained a natural A-isomorphism 
P ®_ (M ® N) = (P ® D M) ® (P ® c N) . 
JD JD JD 
This isomorphism i s induced by the morphism 
p ® (m ® n) •—> ® m) ® ^ p(2) ® n^ 
where A p ( p ) = p ( 1 ) ® P ( 2) • 
Let Q ® A be the inverse equivalence of P ® B . 
Then P ® ß Q ® A M = M for M £ A C and 
(P ® ß Q ® A M) ® (P ® ß Q ® A N) = M ® N 
thus inducing i n a natural way an A-structure on M ® N 
and a bifunctor M ® N from A C x to A C . 
Furthermore by the previous considerations we have a 
natural isomorphism 
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P ® D (M ® N) = (P <s> M) ® (P ®_ N) 
D D D 
and 
p ® B I = I 
such that P ® ß becomes a C-monoidal equivalence i f 
M ® N induces a C-monoidal structure on . 
Following the construction of the A-structure on 
M ® N , the coalgebra structure on P and using the 
coherence in C we get 
(M ® N) ® L = M ® (N ® L) 
induced by the a s s o c i a t i v i t y isomorphism in C . 
Similarly we get 
I ® M = M and M ® I = M . 
These isomorphisms are coherent i n C , hence also in 
, so ^C i s monoidal and even C-monoidal. This 
proves also that ( U , i d , i d , i d ) i s a C-monoidal functor. 
F i n a l l y P ®_ i s a C-monoidal functor since a l l 
structural morphisms are defined by the structural 
coherent morphisms in C . This completes the proof of 
Theorem 10. 
If A and B are bimonoids, then Theorem 10 
provides necessary and s u f f i c i e n t conditions, that the 
categories ÄC and C^ are C-monoidally equivalent. 
A D 
Moreover i f the equivalent conditions of Theorem 10 are 
s a t i s f i e d we get immediately by Proposition 6 of [4] 
that A i s a bimonoid. Thus Theorem 10 expresses the 
special Morita equivalence preserving the tensor 
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product without using the tensor product in nor 
the bialgebra structure of A . 
A simple example of a Morita equivalence of module 
categories with tensor products can be given by using 
the bialgebra automorphism o of the bialgebra 
k [ S 3 ] , the group algebra over any f i e l d k , with 
o (T) := 2 in 7L^ . 
Since o i s a group autormorphism of 7L^ i t i s a b i -
algebra automorphism of k [ Z ^ ] . Let A = B = k[ZZ 3] 
and P = k[ffi^] as a coalgebra. Then P i s a right 
B-module via the usual multiplication of k[ZZ 3] and 
i n fact a B-module coalgebra ( i . e . a B-comonoid). By 
A = B = End B(P) P becomes an A-B-progenerator. The 
canonical isomorphisms P ®_ k = k and 
P ® ß (B ® B) = P ® P s a t i s f y the diagrams ( 1 ) and (2) 
i n Theorem 1 0 , so P ®_ induces a Morita-equivalence 
JD 
of the module categories B-Mod and A-Mod preserving 
the tensor products i n these categories. This example 
holds for any group ring with any automorphism on the 
group. 
On the other hand the conditions on P i n Theorem 
1 0 b) are quite r e s t r i c t i v e . Assume that b) holds and 
that B i s a Hopf monoid i n C with antipode S . 
Then the morphism f: B ® B —> B ® B given by 
f(b ® b 1) = b ^ j ® b ^ b 1 n a s t n e inverse 
b ® b* i — y b M * ® S ( b / 0 , ) b l . Now consider 
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f: B ® B * B ® B , then i t i s clear that f i s an 
isomorphism i n DC , where B ® B carriesa B-structure 
on the l e f t factor and B ® B i s a B-object via the 
diagonal. Thus the isomorphism P ® ß (B ® B) = P ® P 
induces an isomorphism P ® B = P ® ß (B ® B) = 
P ® 0 (B ® B) = P ® P . In case C = K-Mod with K a 
f i e l d and B (and hence P ) finite-dimensional we 
get P = B i n K-Mod and si m i l a r l y P == A . Thus two 
f i n i t e dimensional Hopf algebras can only be Morita 
equivalent i n the sense of Theorem 1 0 i f they have the 
same dimension. 
A further remark concerning Theorem 1 0 i s in order. 
The conditions i) and i i ) of b) can be expressed 
di f f e r e n t l y . To express i) we assume that 
Ü: C —> C preserves epimorphisms. F i r s t we consider 
the morphism e ® I: P ® ß I > I , which i s well-
defined since e p £ C ß . This morphism s a t i s f i e s 
(e p ® I) (P ® e ß) (p ® b) = e p(p)e ß(b) = e p(p)b = e p(pb) , 
thus the diagram ( 1 ) commutes with e p ® I . Now i f i) 
is s a t i s f i e d then P ® ß e ß i s an epimorphism in 
and i n C hence the isomorphism P ®_ I = I must be 
e p ® I . Thus i) reduces to 
i') the morphism e_ ®_ I: P ®_ I —> I i s an 
r D D 
isomorphism. 
The diagram ( 2 ) i s made commutative by the morphism 
P ® (B ® B) a p ® b ® b f . > p M % b ® p. 9,b f € P ® P 
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as can be easi l y checked. Assume that i i ) holds. Then 
the isomorphism <f: P ® ß (B ® B) = P ® P s a t i s f i e s 
f (p ® (1 ®1)) = p ^ j ® p ^ 2 j since (2) commutes and 
f(p ® (b ® b')) = P(-j)k ® p(2)k' since f i s a 
B ® B - isomorphism. Thus f = V and i i ) reduces to 
i i 1 ) the morphism 
V i P ®_ (B ® B) 3 p ® b ® b' i > P/^\b ® p / n x b f e p ® p 
i s an isomorphism. 
If B i s a Hopf monoid then the isomorphism 
P ® B = P ® P discussed e a r l i e r , i s the morphism 
p ® b »—^ P ( 1 ) ® P ( 2 ) b . 
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